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Introduction

Practically
tions are provoked by the often
real process of data registration
origin are practically from differ
cipally they are: discrepancy between the theoretical models for description of
space area and the real conditions, the space experiments take place, Re-cover-
ing of the investigated classes of patteins in space of instrumental measure-
ments; Choice of wrong identification of educating patterns connected with
wrong definition of discriminate functions in the area-of recognition and clas-
sification of the investigated objects; principal oblated of thi scientific hard-
ware [1, 2].

The present papers are dedicated to the application of models for com-
parison in pairs, which result in decrease the level of indefiniteness in the edu-
cating p atterns identifying.

The main aim of application of such models is to decrease the mistakes in
space experiments data processing and interpretation.

Models of experiments for comparison in pairs

rearures orthe image, ii;Tf:3i.t#7,:T,i'j\ :::ji:
Questions whether these differenceJ are tors or

the objects are essentially different rises.

. If [{,]: [Xr],...,[Xk], k e lI, K) are matrixes of the measured'sampling
values of the features and each matrix had dimension n x m, (n € [t Nl-,
m e p, Ml),i.e.
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[x']=

X11t X12t..,tXyn

X21,X22,,,,,X2a

X71rXr2r..,rXr

X11, X112r'..rXn111

then the pet of k objects of one and the same class is defined by
measured sampling vafues of the features of the images.

The matrix is:

the vectors of the

X1i> X12>...>X1*

X21;X22>...tX2^

{r1, X12t"'sX rm

X21,Xp2,,.,,Xp4

The procedure CP is:
The measured sampling values of the feature of the images [X,], [X,],..., [X"]

are compared. Each one is compared with the other one (the objecti is c6mpared
with itself). The account of th.e operation CP of k objects based on the matrix [X,],
[XJ,..., [X"] is 0,5 N M K (/< - 1).- Analilically the procedure is described by the inequality:

(3) s^&,^n), s^&p^)- lii^n=1,(t ji^,=o\,
-) -+

(4) g^(Xi*)s g^(Xi^)- !iimn=O,(! ji^o=l),
where g_, me|, i[f, !,,_,aren -th discriminate function, based on the m-edtcating
feature and the binary iandom value: Thr binary random value is a CP procedure
result. !,,_,: I means that the l-th object belongs to the given class. !,,_-: 0 means
that the"applicance of the l-th object to the given class is rejected'i',"jell, kl.In
result of CP procedure ((3) or (4)) a numeric series {s,} is set. It's terms are the
weight sums of compared objects when m + *,n -) -'the terms of the numeric
series {s} limes to it's mean values

(5) ,,^--*Lr,^^.

,Quantitativ?ll !,,,, the indefiniteness.connected with the random valte of yrr*
can be described by iiibans of the probability by which ,u^,1 1, i.e.
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(6) PIy,1^n =tj=\ii^,,O <Eij^, <1,

(7) \ii*n =l-\ij^,,O <\ j,^n <1,

Based on the considerations _exposed above the following models of experi-
ments for CP can be formulating [3].

MODEL A. The probability (,,-n does not depend on the sequence of com-
parison, i.e' either the procedure (3)"or (4) is realised, because the result is one and
the same. In this case the, probability \ii^nd"p"nds only on i or only on 7, i.e
\ii^r=\,^n.That means, that there is noeffect in repeat the comparison, i.e, if
one of the procedures (3) or (4) is realised it's not necessary to realise the other
one.

MODEL B. The probability E,*ndo"t not depend on the feature serial num-
ber m on which the comparison is idltiseo, according to the procedures (3) or (4),
i'e. there is no need to, repeat the comparison on definite feature. In this car. ih"probability Ein^ = \in.

MODEL C. The probability 6_n choice of the con_
secutive discreet value of the featuie- e procedures (3) or
(4) ary realised for all measured discreet (iroportion (if .In this case the probability \ in = E, .

This work is dedicated to.the application of MODEL C.
According to this model the definition of the models applicance to the given

class or their rejection can be. realised by estimation of the mean probability (,, or
by mean probability \i.=EjEii) wh^en ffi-2*,n-)6 (the scriptE f) indicates
the averaging operation), wheie the [, and ( following'equations:

(8)

(e)

Criteria for estimation the results of the statistic
data processing, applying MODEL C

r. criteria,"",","lliriitiiiflj"r 
estimation the result of cP procedure are:

The zero 
^hypotheses of these criteria are the following H^: All ob.iects are

q.qual, the differences in the weight Su ns are provoked uy".an'aom f;;1;, ;;.
€,:0,5 for Vi.

The alternative hypothesis is H^: The objects are different and this is not
provoked by random factors, i.e. (, * O,S for Vj.

A measure of displacem ent d, = ri - 4 is involved.' O,Stlmk

^ .. 
According to the Pirson's criteria [4,5], when nL ) @,t -+ - the distributi on of d.of limits to normal with zero mean uai,r" and a mean quadi"ii"-airpii".#.1

1-N(0'1). In this case the criteria for total equivalen cy analyticaliy in described as follows:
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(1 0)

degrees of freedorn, i.e.

(11)

(r2)
(1 3)

KtK
D^ =11? = * t)r,? -0,25 *2 k (k -tYl."' 

7=t ' *k -,1
In this case if Ho is true, then the val:ue D 

^ 
must not be great than the criterial

value of the tabulated function with apriori given level of significance a and k-1

D^ 1 D*, = X?_o (f - t)

If the condition (11) is not true, Hn is rejected. H" is accepted, which mealls
that the objects are different and the dilferences betwden them are not provokerd
by random factors.

The scheme for application of the criteria is the following:
1, A level of significance cr is given.
2. The criterial value of the chosen level of significance is defined u,

D^1D-, =X?_o (f -t)
3. The value of D_ according to formula (10) is calculated.
4. A check-up aciording to the condition (11) is done. It consist in the following:

if D 
^ 

< D 
^, = X?-" (k - 1) then Ho is true,

if Dm > D^, = X? " 
(k- 1)then H" is true.

II. Criteria for the special object
The zero hypotheses for this criteria is the following:
Hn: All objects are equal, the special object is as all, i.e. €i = 0.5 for Vi.
The alternative hypothesis is H": The objec! with weight suql q is different

and this is not provoked by random factors, i.e. \a > 0.5 (1 < d. < k).
In this case according to the Pirson's criteria the distribution of the weiglrt

sums limits to the normal with mean value E{s,} : 0,5 m (k-1) and a mean quir-

dratic displacement os = 0,5^lm(n-t)
The criterial value of the weight sum ,sc is defined by means of the equation:;

(14) s,=lO,Sm(t -t)+y1."(t-t)o,1
or

(1s) s,=10,5m(n-t)*X?_"(t-t)o., +0,51

if the data capacity is not enough.
The symbol [.] indicated the least integer, which does not exceed the numericrnl

value of the expression in the square brackets.
The scheme for application of the criteria is the following:
1. The level of significance a is given.
2. The criterial value of the weieht sum s for the chosen level of sisnificance cr

is calculated according to the formilas (1a) ind (15).
3. The values of the critical weight sum r. and the weight sum of the special

object are compared. This procedure has the following view:

(16) if s7 < s, Ho is accepted,

(17) if s7 > s. Hu is accepted.

IIL Criteria for equivalence oftwo special objects
The task solved by these criteria is as follows:
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Does the difference inthe weight sums of two special objects means that the
objects are from different classes. -

fference in the weight sums of the two
ctors.

ce in the weight sums of the two
, i.e. the objects are from differ-

According to the Pirson's criteria the distribution of the difference of the
weight sums Asy..lr,- ttl,Q,t. [,k]) limits to normal with zero mean value
and a mean quadratic displacement oorn =0,5.lmk,meN (0,66r,,).

The critical value As. of the difference is defined by the equations

(1 8)

or

(1e)

Lt, =[X?-o (r - t) oo,n 1

Lt, =[X?-o@ -t) o^sir +0,5]

if Asrf < As" Ho is accepted,

if As# > As" H. is accepted.

ifthe data capacity is not enough. The symbol [.] indicates the least integer, which
cloes not exceed the numerical value of the expression in the square bradkeis.

The scheme for application of the criterii is the followins:
1. The level of significance cr is given.
2.The critical value of the differince As" for the chosen level of significance cr

is calculated according to (18) or (19).

3. The values of As6 .1", - t rl,(l,f . [t,t]) and As. are compared. This pro-
ced.ure has the followine viJ; 

r | ' "

(20)

(2r)

IV Criteria for equivalence of two obj sum)
The task solved by this criteria is the eieht

sums of the two objects s, and +, Aru = | an-t.

The,zero hypotheses of these criteria are Ho: All objects are equal, the differ-
ences in the weight sums are provoked by random factors Ei =\1for vr, 7.

The alternative hypothesis is H,: The objects are different and this is not
provoked by random factors, i... €t i\, for yt,1.

The scheme for application of the briteria is the followins.
ce cx is given.
to the scheme of the criteria for common equivalence

is d procedure is cut off. If H. is accepted tfr. pi"..O"ie
con

3. The critical value of the diference_ As", according to (1g) or (19) for the
chosen level of significance o, is calculat :d.

4. A check-up accordin ria III is done. If H^ is
accepted, it is considered,th he same .furr. iifft i,
a-ccepted, it is considered th classes, which melns
that their difference is statis
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llpuroNeHrle Ha MoAoJITI 3a cpaBHeHue

ro ABofiKWnpv o6pa6orra u
r,IHT ep np er ar\vrfl. Ha \aIJIlvr, rI o JIytI oHtI or
aep oKocMr4qecKlr eKcrIeprIMeHTrI

Pyueu Hedrcoe

(Pesrorue)

B pa6orara ca flpeAnoxeHl,I TplI MoAeJIa 3a il3rIoJI3BaHe Ha

MeroAa 3a cpaBHeHue IIo ABofiKLI rlpu o6pa6orKa Ha !.aHHv or aepoKocMllrlecKu
r,r3cJreABau[r. Ifenra Ha rIpI,IJIaraHe Ha KOHKpeTHI{ BepO.srHocTHI,I MOAeiIr{ rrplr
o6pa6ornaTa e HaMaJIlBane Ha rpeIIIKaTa rrpu orrpeAerrsHe Ha o6yqaBaIIILITe
nprr3Harlu [pr{ KJrac[Quraqnx. IrlsroxeHoro B craru.f,ra AaBa ocHoBaHI'Ie 3a
[punaraHe Ha KoHKper,HLI crarl{cruqecKr{ MoAenu flpu Knacllsu,raqu.a na
loryqeHure aepoKocMI{qecKI,I AaHHu olrle B rlpoqeca Ha flbpBllqHara o6pa6orKa.




